
Scope

Accessibility of Names



Review

We’ve seen that C++ permits a programmer to declare 
names and then use those names in a manner 
consistent with their declaration:

double number;      // declare number

// ...

number /= 10;       // ok - real division

// ...

number %= 10;       // error - int division



•3

Program Structure

C++ programs typically follow this pattern:
#include directives

Function prototypes

Main function

Function definitions



Example for function 
parameters
• Swap.cpp

• void swap (int & i, int & j){
• int temp;
• temp = i;
• i = j;
• j = temp;

• }



Identifiers

Names whose meaning is specified by the programmer 
(in a declaration) are called identifiers.

Identifiers serve as the names of:

• variables: double number;

• constants: const double PI = 3.1416;

• functions: int f(int x, int y);

• parameters: int f(int x, int y);

and other non-predefined symbols within a program.



Declarations

A declaration statement binds an identifier to a 
particular meaning.

Example: What will be displayed?

int x = 1;         // x means an int

if (true){
double x = 2.5;  // x means a double
cout<<x<<endl;

} else {
char x = ‘x’;    // x means a char
cout<<x<<endl;

}

cout << x;         // what does x mean?



Identifier Scope

That portion of a program where an identifier is bound 
to a particular meaning is called the scope of that 
identifier.

In a program where the same identifier has different 
meanings at different places, identifying its meaning 
at any given place requires us to understand the rules 
of scope used by C++.



The Local Scope Rule
For any identifier declared within a { } block, the 

scope of that identifier:
– begins at its declaration, and

– ends at the end of the block.

{
double number;  // number means a double

// ...

}                  // number is undeclared

Such identifiers are described as local to the block.

•Ex8-1.cpp



Example 1
Since the scope of a local ends at the end of its 
block, different functions can use the same 
name for different objects without a conflict:

int f(int a)
{

int x;
// ...

}  // scope of x local to f ends

double g(double b)
{

double x;
// ...

}  // scope of x local to g ends



Example 2
In the code fragment we saw earlier:

{
int x = 1;        // x means an int

if (true)
{
double x = 2.5; // x means a double

}                 // double(x) scope ends
else 
{
char x = ‘x’;   // x means a char

}                 // char(x) scope ends

cout << x;        // x means an int
}                   // int(x) scope ends



Note
C++ permits the same identifier to be redeclared 

within nested { } blocks, though doing so is not 
good programming practice, since it makes it harder 
to determine which meaning is in use.

Most compilers will generate a warning when you do 
so, since the nested declaration “hides” the outer 
declaration.



The Global Scope Rule
For any identifier declared outside of all { } blocks,  

the scope of that identifier:
– begins at its declaration, and

– ends at the end of the file.

const double PI = 3.1416;

int main()
{

// ...
}

// ...
// scope of PI ends at end-of-file

Such identifiers are described as global.



Example
#include <iostream> // cin, cout, ...

int main()
{

// ...
}

In this fragment, the compiler inserts the declarations 
of cin, cout, and so on into our program. 

These declarations are outside of all {} blocks, and so 
cin, cout, ..., are extern identifiers.

The scope of cin, cout, ... extends to the end of the 
file, allowing them to be accessed by any function 
whose definition follows the #include directive.



Example
#include <iostream>

#include <string>                  // string class

#include <cctype>                  // isdigit()

#include <cassert>

using namespace std;

//void ChopLDPhoneNumber(const string & ldNumber, string & areaCode, string &

// exchange, string & localNum);

void main ()

{

void ChopLDPhoneNumber(const string & ldNumber, string & areaCode, string & 
exchange, string & localNum);

//What is the difference?

cout << "Enter a L-D phone number: ";

string original, part1, part2, part3;

cin >> original;

ChopLDNumber(original, part1, part2, part3);

cout << "\nArea code: " << part1

<< "\nExchange: " << part2

<< "\nLocal number: " << part3

<< endl;

}



Function implementation

void ChopLDNumber(string ldNumber, string & areaCode, string 
& exchange, string & localNum) 

{   for (int i = 0; i < ldNumber.size(); i++) 
assert(isdigit(ldNumber[i])); 

assert(ldNumber[0] == '1' && ldNumber.size() == 11); 

areaCode = ldNumber.substr(1, 3);

exchange = ldNumber.substr(4, 3);

localNum = ldNumber.substr(7, 4);

}

Ex8-2.cpp



The External Scope Rule
For an identifier declared as extern,  the scope of that 

identifier:
– begins at its declaration, and

– ends at the end of the file.

extern int x;

int main()
{
cout <<x;   
// ...
}

// ...
// scope of x ends at end-of-file

Such identifiers are described as extern global.



Example

•File1

•#include <iostream>
•using namespace std;
•extern int x;
•void main ()
•{
• x = 50;
• cout << x<<endl;
•}

•File2:
•int x = 10; 

•Ex8-3-1.cpp
•Ex8-3-2.cpp



The Parameter Scope Rule
For any identifier declared as a function parameter,   

its scope:
– begins at its declaration, and

– ends at the end of the function’s definition.

Parameters are considered to be local to their function.

int f(int x)
{

// ...
}  // scope of x ends



Example
Since they are considered to be locals, we can 
use the same name for similar parameters to 
different functions:

int f(int x)
{

// ...   // x means an int local to f
}           // scope of x local to f ends

int g(int x)
{

// ...   // x means an int local to g
}           // scope of x local to g ends



The for Loop Rule
For any identifier declared as a loop control variable in 

a for loop, its scope:
– begins at its declaration, and

– ends at the end of the loop.

void f(string & str)
{

for (int i = 0; i < str.size(); i++)
{
// ... i refers to an int

} // scope of int(i) ends
}

Loop-control variables are considered to be local to 
their loop.

•Ex8-4.cpp



Example 1

Since loop-control variables are local to the loop, we can 
re-declare the same name in different loops:

void f(string & str)
{

for (int i = 0; i < str.size(); i++)
{
cout <<str[i]; // ... i refers to an int

} // scope of int(i) ends

for (double i = 0; i < 100; i += 5)
{
// ... i refers to a double

} // scope of double(i) ends
}



Example 2

Since loop-control variables are local to the loop, we 
cannot access such variables outside of the loop:

int f(string & str)
{
for (int i = 0; i < str.size(); i++)

{
// ... i refers to an int

} // scope of int(i) ends

return i; // error: i is undeclared
}



Do loop
Variables declared within the body of a loop 
cannot be accessed outside of the loop:

// ...

do
{

cout << “Enter an int: “;
int i;      // scope of i begins
cin >> i;   // i means an int

}              // scope of i ends
while (i > 0); // error: i undeclared

// ...

This is another reason to avoid declaring 
variables within the body of a loop.



While loop

• int i =0;

• while (i<5)

• {

• cout <<“**”<<i++<<“ “;

• }

• cout <<“ out loop: i =”<<i<<endl;



Namespace 
• A namespace defines a group of variables

• Namespaces allow to group entities like 
variables and functions (classes) under a 
name. This way the global scope can be 
divided into "sub-scopes", each one with its 
own name.

• You can use the whole group together;

• Or use it one by one with the name of the 
namespace 

•Ex8-5.cpp, ex8-6.cpp



Discussion

In addition to these rules of scope, C++ also defines 
the rules for two others:

• Class scope, governing the bindings of identifiers 
declared within classes; and

• Namespace scope, governing the bindings of 
identifiers declared within namespaces.

We are not yet ready to discuss either of these, but we 
will do so when we are ready.



Summary

The portion of a program where an identifier is bound 
to a particular meaning is called the scope of that 
identifier.

An identifier is bound to a meaning by a declaration.

C++ provides a variety of contexts called scoping 
contexts in which identifiers can be declared. 

In each scoping context, the scope of an identifier 
declared within that context begins at its 
declaration.



Summary

The scoping contexts differ in when the scope of an 
identifier declared within them ends:

• at the end of the block, for local identifiers.

• at the end of the file, for extern identifiers.

• at the end of the function, for parameter identifiers.

• at the end of the loop, for loop-control variable 
identifiers.


